Across

2. The blind man at first thinks that Jesus is a __________.
4. Another word for spit.
5. Jesus is the __________ of the world.

Down

1. Today is the ________ Sunday of Lent.
2. The word for the high priests at the synagogue.
3. When a person can not see they are __________.
SUNDAY GOSPEL ACTIVITIES

Across

2. The blind man at first thinks that Jesus is a ___________. [PROPHET]
4. Another word for spit. [SALIVA]
5. Jesus is the ___________ of the world. [LIGHT]

Down

1. Today is the ________ Sunday of Lent. [FOURTH]
2. The word for the high priests at the synagogue. [PHARISEES]
3. When a person can not see they are ___________. [BLIND]